
APRIL 16, 2019, The Time Twins:

For: readers 8-12, in 4th-7th grade, or older. This is a sci-fi adventure book with 
time-travel, heavy use of technology and technological terms, and themes of 
acceptance around adoption and LGBTQ+ themes. For them/she/he.

Description: When Sara wakes up one morning, she discovers a magical 
smartphone. It can transport her through time. Her brother Charlie wants to visit 
history, but Sara makes her own adventure. The Time Phone is the perfect thing to help 
with her family tree homework assignment. Sara will finally discover who her birth-
parents are. She just has to make sure she doesn't screw up the past. Along the way, 
Sara and Charlie meet a robot, several musicians, and themselves, as babies.

OCTOBER 17, 2019, Sand and Smoke (Dragon Destiny):

For: readers 13+, in 8th grade or older. This is a YA secondary world fantasy 
mashup with westerns, set in a world with dragons, involving themes including 
teamwork and the wrongs of prejudice. For he/she/them.

Description: From one scattered desert town to the next, a nomad travels. 
Sometimes, he'll look up, and see dragons. There's a railroad that passes through some 
towns. The dragons are Wesech dragons, and another breed, the magical Sun dragons, 
have bonded to dragon riders. They live across the continent in a forested kingdom. But
when a powerful weapon is built in the desert, characters come together. A hero made 
by the death of his mother. A bounty hunter with a sharpshooter kid. A retired legend 
who feels like a failure. A privileged young man who turns on his father. And a stubborn 
girl, fighting for a dragon at dragon rider school, to make her legacy a reality. If they 
don't stop the weapon, it'll annihilate the forested kingdom.

FEBRUARY 11, 2020, Middle School Robots:

For: readers 8-12, in 4th-7th grade, or older. This is a sci-fi adventure book with 
robots, with LGBTQ+ representation and dealing with themes including combating 
prejudice and learning to have confidence in oneself. For he/she/them.



Description: The robots at Pacific School District Number 57 School have never 
gone outside the vice-principal's office. Living there are an iPhone robot, an Android 
robot, a MacBook robot, a printer robot, a microwave robot, a calculator robot, and a 
smartwatch robot. But life's not great for them. These robots have no freedom - they 
are overused, over-controlled, and forced to follow the vice-principal's rules. To win 
their freedom, the MacBook robot creates a robot constitution. But when that 
constitution gets thrown in the trash, the robots will have to go on an adventure to get 
it back.

Note: Based on a TV pilot that I wrote. It placed as a quarter-finalist in two 
international contests back in 2017, Scriptapalooza and Fresh Voices.


